Effect of Linker Length and Flexibility on the Clostridium thermocellum Esterase Displayed on Bacillus subtilis Spores.
In fusion protein design strategies, the flexibility and length of linkers are important parameters affecting the bioactivity of multifunctional proteins. A series of fusion proteins with different linkers were constructed. The effect of temperature, pH, and organic solvents was investigated on the enzymatic activity. Fusion proteins with P1(PTPTPT) and P2((PTPTPT)2) linkers remained highly active with wide temperature range. At pH 9.6, the relative activity of fusion proteins with (PTPTPT)2 and S2(EGKSSGSGSESKST) linkers was 70 and 62 % (1.75 and 1.5 times of that of non-linker ones). Fusion proteins with S3((GGGGS)4) linker retained 55 % activity after 5 h of incubation at 80 °C (1.2-fold of that of non-linker fusion proteins and 1.9-fold of GGGGS-linker fusion proteins). Finally, the relative activity of fusion proteins having different linkers was increased with 20 % dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and methanol; relative activity of fusion proteins with EGKSSGSGSESKST linkers was enhanced 1.5- and 2.2-fold, respectively. These results suggest that longer flexible linker can enhance the activity and stability of displayed esterase than shorter flexible linker. Optimizing peptide linkers with length, flexibility, and amino acid composition could improve the thermostability and activity of the displayed enzyme.